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The question about a reconstruction of functions from a certain class is studied.
The reconstruction is realised on the basis of sequences of linear functiona1s
InU),;~ I of the form InUl = LZ'~'b and(xnd· An explicit expression of the
reconstructed function is given. \995 Academic Press. Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

Every function continuous on [a, b] is uniquely determined by its values
at a sequence of points {xA ;:r::, 0 which are dense in [a, b]. This is a trivial
example showing that there is a sequence of linear functionals, namely
I"U) = f(x,,), n = 0, I, ... , which presents complete information about
f E C[ a, b]. In particular, InU) = 0 for each n implies f == O.

Clearly the sequence of divided differences f[x(), XI' ... , x n ], n = 0, I, .. ,
has the same property since the conditions

f[xo] = f[x o, XI] = .,. = f[xo, XI' ..., x,J = 0

are equivalent to f(xo) = f(x[) = ... = f(x,,) = O.
Now consider the next more general problem. Suppose that

X:={(X"O,X"I'''''X",,), n=O, I, ... }

is a given triangular matrix of points in [a, b] such that maxk Ix", k + I - X nk I
~O as n ~ oc. Suppose thatf[x"o; X"I' ... , x",,] =0 for each n andffrom
C[a, b]. Does this imply f=O? The question was studied by Eterman [3]
in the case {Xnk}Z~o are the extremal points of the Chebyshev polynomial
T,,(x) (i.e. X"k =cos(knln)). He proved that f= 0, provided it has an
absolutely convergent Fourier-Chebyshev series. The case [a, b] = [0, I],
X"k = kin is a well-known open problem in approximation theory.
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Note that the conditionf[x"o, x" I' ... , X m,] = 0 is equivalent to e,,(f) = 0,
where e ,,( f) is the error of the best uniform approximation off on the dis
crete set {x"o, X"l> ... , x",,} by polynomials from n,,_l (n", denotes the set
of all algebraic polynomials of degree m). Thus, this observation gives
another interesting interpretation of our problem.

The divided difference f[ x"o, X"l' ... , XIII'] is a linear combination of the
function values f(x"o), f(x" I), ... , f(xlI/')' We study here sequences of linear
functionals of the form

mIn)

(,,(f) = L U"k!(X"k)'
k~O

n = 1, 2, ...

and show some new examples of {U"k}' {X"k} which have the property that
(,,( f) = 0 implies f == O. Moreover, we give an explicit expression off on the
basis of the information {{,,(f)} 1~~ I .

2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE FUNCTIONALS

Let us denote, as usual, by T,,(x) and V,,(x) the Chebyshev polynomials
of the first and second kind, respectively.

RecaIl also their generating functions

"' ,,1 - Ix
T(x, t)= L. T,,(x) t = 1 2 2'

,,~O - tx+t

>C 1
U(x,t)= L U,,(X)t"=l 2 2'

1l~0 - Ix + t

XE[-I,I],

XE[-I,I],

It I < I;

It I< 1.

With every function f E C[ - 1, I] we associate it expansions

'x

I AIl(f) TIl(x),
n=O

where

f 1 fl 'I". dAo=Ao( )=- (l-x-)-'-j(x) x,
n -I

(1)

and

A" = AIl(f) = ~r (1- x 2
) -1/2 f(x) TIl(x) dx,

n -I

,y~

I B,,(f) V,,(X),
n=O

n = 1, 2, ...

(2)
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where
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n=O, 1, ...

Introduce the classes:

AT:= {f: i An Tn(x) is absolutely convergent},
- n=O

AU := {I: ,,~o Bn Un(x) is absolutely convergent},

AT,:= {f: A" = O(n- 1
-

e
)}.

AUe := {f: B n = O(n- 1
-')}.

We study here the linear functionals

E"U) = ~ m~: (-Ir' I ( cos n:n), n= I, 2, ...

[nU) =~ :~: (-I)'" sin (2m~ I) n l(cOS (2m~l) n),

2 [n/2J ( 2 )
L"U)=-;;n~:1 cos :n, 11=1,2, ...

2[ln-l~2J ( (2m+l)n)
MnU)=- L I cos ,n=I,2, ...

11 m~O 11

. I [S"/2; ( 2mn)
P,. ,,(1) =- L a",1 cos - ,

. sn "'~O sn

where s ~ 2 is a positive integer,

(3)

n= I, 2, ...

(4)

(5 )

(6)

(7)

_{2(S -1),
a",- -2,

if slm
if sfm'

n= I, 2, ...

4 [sn/2J 2 ( 2 )* mn mn
R s nU) =- L cos-I cos - ,

. sn m~O S sn
(8)

where s;::: 2 is a positive integer, n = 1,2, ...
The asterisk on the summation sign means that the terms with I( 1) or

I( -1) are to be halved. We shall also use the notation 1:8
, which means

that the summation index skips all multiples of s.
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THEOREM 1. If fEAT, g E AU, then

»1=0

I,,(g) = L (-lj"'B I2",+I),,_I'

nl =0

L,,(f) = I A mn ,

,,,=0
x·

M,,(f) = I (-1)'" A"m.
m=O

'x

Ps,,,(f) = IS A",,,,
nl= 1

223

(9)

(10)

(11 )

(12 )

(13)

(14)

Proof Some of these relations are known, See. for example. a simple
proof of (9 j in [6. p. 93 and p, 174], We use here another new approach
which makes it possible to establish relations of this kind. We give a
detailed proof of (9) only.

Denote by u and v the zeros of the polynomial p( t) = t 2
- 2tx + I.

where x is a parameter from [ -I, I], Then T(x, t) may be written in the
form

1 (U V)T(x,t)= -- --+~ .
2 t-u t-v

After the transformation x = cos e. eE [0, IT] the zeros become u = cos e+
i sin e and v = cos e- i sin O. Denote

mn
x", :=cos-,

11

nm . nm
u'" :=cos-+ism-,

11 11

nm . nm
v", :=cos--ism-.

11 11

Apply first the functional E" to the function T(., t).

1 "
E,,(T(-,t))=- I*(-I)"'T(x""t)

n '" ~ 0

1 ,,~I 1
=- I (-I)'" T(x",. t)+-2 (T(xo.t)+(-I)"T(x",t))

11 ",~I 11

= -~"f (_1)",(~+~)+~(_1_+ (-1)/1)
211 '" ~ I t - u'" t - v'" 211 I - t I + t
I 2,,~ I U

= -- L (- 1)'" -'",
211 ",~o t-u",
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because v'" = U21l _ "" The last sum is a rational function with a denominator
t 21l

- I, because {u",} ~;':(1 are the 2nth roots of the unity. Denote by cp(t)
the numerator of this rational function. Clearly CPE1r 21l _ 1 • We have

and therefore

I 211 -- I t2" - I
cp(t) = -- L: (_1)m U",--.

2n m~O t-um

In particular, for t = u,

I t
2
" - IIcp(u,) = --2 (-I)'u,--

n t-u, 1~1l1

1=0, I, ... , 2m - 1.

Since cp(t) is determined uniquely by its values at {U'};:OI, we obtain
cp(t) = - til, Hence

til x'

E,,(T(.,t))=I_t 2"= L tI2m+II".

nl=O

On the other hand, since E" is bounded and therefore continuous func
tional, it follows from the expression of the generating function of T,,(x)
that

xc

E,,( T(·, t)) = L tJE
Il

( Tj(x)).
j~O

Therefore

if j = (2m + I) n;

otherwise.

Finally, applying Ell to (I) we get
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3. MAIN RESULTS
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We solve here the reconstruction problem on the basis of the functionals
(3 )-(7). Our method uses the properties of the Mobius function Il( 11). Let
us recall that f.1.(n) is defined in the following way:

f.1.(l) = I;

f.1.(n) =0, if p 2 ln, p is prime;

Il(n) = ( -1 )m, if n = PIP 2 ...Ptil ,

Pi are distinct primes,

It is known that

i = 1, 2, ..., m.

I II(d) = {~'
din ~

if n = I;
otherwise.

The proof may be found in [7, p. 27].
Introduce the arithmetic function v by the equalities

v(l) = -1;

L v(d)( -I r/d=O,
din

For each positive integer 11 denote

n = 2,3, ...

a( n) := the highest power of 2, which divides n,

n
r(n) := r illi '

A simple consequence from [1, Lemma 6J is that

v(n) = -2"11l1-1f.1.(r(n)).

(under the convention that 2 -1 = 1).

THEOREM 2. Let fEAT,. The functionals {L IlU)} ,~~ I and Au determine
f uniquely. Moreover

fix) = Au + L (LjU) - Au) L f.1.(k) Tj/k(x).
j= I kit

(IS)
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Proof Putting L,,:= L,,(f) and L"u:= L,,- Au, for convenIence, one
may write (I I ) as

L"u= I Am'"
nl= I

n= I, 2, ..., (16 )

which is an infinite linear system with respect to {A,,}:= I' We shall show
that the homogeneous system I,;';~ I Am" = 0 admits only the trivial
solution.

Let M = PI P2'" PI be the product of the first 1 primes. Then,

0= I [ltd) I A md" = I A j" I [l(d)
diM m~1 j=1 diM

dlj

Y.

I [ltd) =
j=1

(j. M)~ I

A j "

(we used the change md= j in the second equality).
Hence

O=A,,+ L A j ",

j=P/+1
U. Mi~ I

and consequently
x. Y.

IA"I~ I IAj,,1 ~ I IAJ
j=Pi+ J j = PI+ t

(j. M)= I

Letting 1- 00 we conclude that A" = O.
So if the system (16) has a solution it must be unique. We prove next

that this solution is given by the expression

A" = L ;l(k) Lk"o·
k~ I

Note first that the series is absolutely convergent. Indeed,

I Ifl(klllLknol ~ I ILk"ol
k~l k=1

and since
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with some constants C1 , C2 , the series is evidently convergent. Now
inserting the expression of A" in (16) we get

'x ,Yj ,x

I I: j.1(k) L knmo = I L)nO L j.1(k) = Lno ,
'" ~ 1 k = 1 j ~ l k I)

which shows that it is a solution. This proof will be complete if we show that
the change of the order of the summation is correct. But this is a consequence
of the fact that any of the series in the last equality is absolutely convergent.
Let us prove, for example, that L:~ I LinD Lkl/ j.1(k) is absolutely convergent.

jtl ILj"oll~ j.1(k)1 ~jtl ILj"ol ~ Ip(k)1 ~jtl ILjnOI r(j)

x 'x'

~ I [LjnOI r( nj) ~ L [L)ol r(j)
j~ 1 j~ 1

x r(j)X 1 r(j )
~Cl I ~=CI L ·1+£/2' '£/2

j-I} )~I} }

x 1
~ C2 L ·1 +£/2'

j~l}

Here we denote by r(n) the number of the divisors of n and we also use the
asymptotic equality r(j) = O(jJ), which holds for any positive integer j and
any 6> 0 (see [7, p. 34]). C I and C2 are constants.

Using the presentation (1) we find

''l_

=AD + L LjD L p(k) Tjik(x),
j= I k I)

The proof is complete.

THEOREM 3. Let f E AT£. The functionals {Mn(f) } ,~_ 1 and A 0 determine
f uniquely. Moreover

fix) = AD + I (Mj(f) - A o) I v(k) TjiJx).
I-I klj

(17)

Proof Putting M,,:= M,,(j) and M"o:= M n - AD, for convenience, one
may write (12) as

X

MilO = L (- 1)'" A mil'
nl= ]

n = 1,2, ... (18)
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We shall show that the homogeneous system L::;~ I ( _l)m Am" = 0 admits
only the trivial solution.

Let M be the least common multiple of the first I positive integers. Then

'X) ':f~'

0= L v(d) L (-l)mA md,,= L Ai" L v(d)(-lV/d

diM m~l i~l diM
dli

1 00

= L: Ai" L v(d)( -I ))/d + L: Ai" L: v(d)( -1 )i/d

i~ 1 diM J~I+ I diM
dli dli

1 00

= L Ai" L v(d)( -1 )ild+ L Ai" L v(d)( -IVlcl

i= 1 dli i~/+ I diM
dli

IX)

= A" + L: Ai" L: v(d)( -1 )ild .

i=l+ I diM
dlJ

Hence

IA"I = I f Ai" L v(d)( -1 )i/dl·
i~/+ 1 diM

dli

But

IL V(d)(-l)i/dl::;;; I Iv(d)I::;;;I Iv(d)l= L: Iv(d)1
diM diM dlJ dli
dli dli i~2ulilrljJ

alj) aljl

= I I Iv(2'd)1 = L 2<-1 L l,u(d)1
c~Odlrlil ('~O dlrli)

and therefore
00

IA"I::;;; I 2Q (j)r(r(j)) IAi"i
i~l+l

=~ ~ 2- ea(j) r(r(j)) .
n1 +< . L. r(J·)1 +<

J~I+ I
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Because of the inequality
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the series LT== J 2 -w(j Ir(r(j ))/r(j) I +c is convergent.
Letting / -> oc we obtain that An = o.
So, if the system (18) has a solution it must be unique. We prove next

that this solution is given by the expression A 1l = L;:~ I v(k) M knO. As in the
previous case we show that this series is absolutely convergent. Indeed we
have

Thus

I Iv(k) M k1lo l = I 2ulkl-1 l,u(r(k))IIMk1lo l

k=l k~l

which yields that L;;~ I v(k) M k1l0 is absolutely convergent. Now inserting
L;;~I v(k) Mk1l0 in (18) we get

x x oc

I (_l)m I v(k) M kmltO = I M jnO I v(k)( -1 )iik =M1lo ·

m~l k=1 j~1 klj

In order to complete the proof we should show that the change of
the order of the summation is correct. Let us establish the absolute
convergence of the series L;~o M j1lo Lklj v(k)( -1 )/\ for example.

y.

:;;::; I IMjnO I2 U (j)r(r(j»)

j=l

The convergence of the last series was already proved.
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Using the presentation (1) we find

,Yo

= Ao + L M jo I v(k) Ti/k(x),
j= I klj

The proof is complete.

Note, also, that considering separately the cases of even and odd n, one
can obtain other functionals, as it is done in [1], [3], [5]. For example,
the functional M 2n(f) is used for the reconstruction of an even function
(see [1, Theorem 4]). Following the proof of Theorem I, one may get the
next known results.

THEOREM A. Let fEAT" The functionals {En(j)},~=l and f(l)
determine f uniquely.

THEOREM B. Let f E AU l:' The functionals {InU)} ;~= I and f( I)
determine f uniquely.

We mention these theorems only for completeness. Their proofs may be
found in [2], [3], [4].

Next we use a family of functionals, namely {P" nU)} := I for the
reconstruction of the function.

THEOREM 4. Let fEAT" and s ~ 2 be a fixed prime number. The
functionals {P,·.nU)}:~ I and f( 1) determine f uniquely. Moreover

,-y-

f(x) = f( 1) + L p,.jU) L fl(k)( Tj/k(x) - I).
j~ I klj

s(k

Proof Consider the system of equations

( 19)

eX-

p s. n = ::Ls A mn ,

nl= 1

(P,.n = p,.nU))·

We shall show that the corresponding homogeneous system has only the
trivial solution. In order to do this, consider the infinite sequence P of all
prime numbers, from which s is removed.
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Let M = PI P2 ... PI be the product of the first I primes in P. We have

x '::t:,

0= I p(d) IS A mdn = IS A jn I p(d)
diM m~1 j=l diM

dli

dlo
O~(j. MI

f.1.(d) =
XC

,",S
1... Ajn"

j=l
(j.MI=1

Further, the proof follows that one of Theorem 2. Here the solution of the
system is obtained in the form

'x

A n = IS Jl(k) P,.kll'
k~ I

Now, using (l) we get

f(x) =n~o An T,,(x) =Ao + n~l C~~ p(k) P ,. kn ) T,,(x)

0''':' 'x

= A o+ L p,.j I Jl(k) Tjik(X),
/~ I k 1/

sfk

On the other hand

x x

f(1) = A o+ I An = A o + I p,.j I p(k)
n~l j~l klj

sfk

and hence

f(X) = f( 1) + I p".;(f) L Jl(k) (Tj/k(x) - I).
/= 1 kl/

sfk

The proof is complete.

Next we need some new notations and auxiliary propositions.
Let s ~ 2 be a fixed positive integer. Introduce the following set of

positive integers

In other words K. is a union of two arithmetic progressions with difference
s. It is not difficult to see that K. is closed with respect to multiplication,
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i.e. the product of two numbers from Ks is also its element. For con
venience we shall mark m by - (i.e. we shall write m) to denote that the
positive integer m (which may be presented as m = ks ± I for some positive
integer k) is considered as an element of K s .

We say also that b divides a (and denote this by bIa) if there exists c,
such that a= be (Further, c would be denoted by all)).

It is easy to see that if a E K., bE K s and alb E Z, then b Ia, i.e. alb E K s

and alb = alb. Further, for the elements of K., we shall consider operation
"division" only in K s .

We call "prime" in K s any element "I which has only two divisors from
K s (namely T and ri'l). The rest elements (except T) are said to be "com
posite numbers".

For example:

K s = {T, 4, 6, 9,11,14,16,19,21,24,26, ... }.

The elements 4,6,9, 11, 14, 19,21, i6 have only two divisors. The first
composite number is 16 =42

, and the first composite with different prime
divisors is 24 = 4 x 6. Introduce the arithmetic function p, defined in Ks by
he equalities

P(l)=ll;

I: P(d) = 0, 11> 1.
.1111

LEMMA 1. Let a be a positive integer and a == ± 1 (mod 6). If a = be, then
b==±1 (mod6)ande==±1 (mod 6).

Proof Let b = 6b 1 + r, and e = 6e 1 + r2' 0:::;; r 1 :::;; 5, 0:::;; r2 :::;; 5. It is seen
from the table that from all combinations for the product r 1 r2 , the above
mentioned congruence is true only when r1 == ± I (mod 6) and r2 == ± I
(mod 6).

',; I 2 3 4 5

'2

1 I 2 3 4 5
2 2 4 0 2 4
3 3 0 3 0 3
4 4 2 0 4 2
5 5 4 3 2 I

The proof is complete.

Next we give a lemma which could be recognized as the Fundamental
theorem of arithmetics in K6 .
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LEMMA 2. Each aE K6 has a unique representation as a product ofprimes
up to the order of the factors

(some of these primes may be equal).

Proof Prove first the existence. Obviously the existence is clear for all
primes of K6 (i.e. 5, 7, ... ). Next we proceed by induction. Assume also that
the existence holds for all elements of K6 , which do not exceed ii. Let iJ be
the next element of K6 (we assume that all elements of the set are ordered
by size). We shall prove the existence of primes, whose product is D. Choose
the least divisor of iJ from the sequence 5, 7, ... , ii, V. If it is i5 then v is prime.
Otherwise we have iJ =pij, where P is prime and obviously ij ~ u. Then
according to the induction hypothesis ij and consequently iJ may be
presented as a product of primes.

Now we shall prove the uniqueness of the representation (up to the
order of the factors). Suppose that for some aE K 6

where Pi' iJj-are primes in K6 . Consider PI and suppose that it is composite
in N. Then PI = P'J pi; and we derive from Lemma 1 that P'J E K6 and
p': E K6 . This contradicts our assumption that PI is prime in K6 . Hence PI
is prime in N. Using similar arguments we may establish that each of the
numbers Pi' qj is prime in N. Then all Pi and qj in the equality

are primes and from the Fundamental theorem of arithmetics we derive the
uniqueness (up to the order of the factors).

LEMMA 3. For the function ji(fi), defined in K6 the following equalities
are true:

fi(i)=I;

ji(ii) = 0, if p2 1ii, P is prime;

fi(ii) = ( _l)m, if fi = Pl P2 ... Pn" Pi are distinct primes.

Proof We may conclude from Lemma 2 that for each fi E K6 there
exists a unique representation of the form
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where Pi' i = 1, 2, ..., m are primes, 1~ ai . Here ai' i = 1, 2, ... , m, are the
multiplicity of the corresponding prime divisors. The proof goes by induc
tion on ii. Obviously, the statement is true for Tand all primes. Suppose
that it is true also for all numbers of K6 , less than ii. It is clear that any
divisor d of Ii has the form

Note, also, that fi( d) 'i°only when hi = 1 for i = I, 2, ... , m. Then

fiUi) = - ftj fi(d) = -((~)_(7)+Gl)- .,.
l!<n

+ (- I)m - I (m': I) + em),

where

Then

_ {( -I )m,
em - 0,

fi(li) = {~~ I )m,

if at least one a j ;:3 2;
otherwise.

if at least one a j ;:3 2;

otherwise.

Denote by i(ii) the number of divisors (in K6 ) of ii. It is easy to see that
i(li) ~ r(n).

Further we shall consider only the case s = 6, i.e. the set K6 .

THEOREM 5. Let fEAT co The functionals {R 6• nU) },~~ 1 and f(1)
determine f uniquely. Moreover

x

f(x) = f( I) + I R6• f (f) I fi(k)( Tj/k(x) - I).
j= 1 kif

(20)

(Here the second sum is taken over all divisors ofj which are elements ofK6 ).

Proof Follow the proof of Theorem 2. From (14) we have the equality

w

R6• n = I A mn ,

n1= '1
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We shall show that the homogeneous system L~~ I A "Ill = 0 admits only
the trivial solution.

Let M = PI pz··· PI be the product of the first 1prime numbers of K6 .

Then
C£ x.

0= I ji(d) L A 111 }n = I A jn I ji(d)
dl,W m~l J~l . dl.W

dl7

Hence

C£

= I A 7n
j~l

I
dlJ

J=I]. ,W)

x.

I
j~l

(J"WI~ I

C£ c£

IAn I~ I IAp,1 ~ I IA).
j=PI+l )=PI+I

Letting 1-> C/j we derive that An = O. We used here that there are infinitely
many primes (in K6 ). This is a consequence of Dirichlet's theorem for the
prime numbers in arithmetic progression and from the fact that each prime
(in N), belonging to K6 is prime, also, for K6 . We shall show that
Lt~ I ji(k) R6 . kn is a solution of the system.

Since

then Lr~ I ji(k) R6• kn is absolutely convergent. Further,

y~ 'x Gr.

I I ji(k) R6• kmn = L: R6• 7n L ji(k) = R6• n'
n-,~lk~l J~l . klj

We need only show the absolute convergence of Lr~ I R 6• jn LklJ ji(k\ We
have

~ I IR 6• 7nl fUll ~ I IR 6• Jn l r(j)
J=l' i-I

CfJ OC'

~ L IR6. Jn l r(jn) ~ I IR6• J I r(j)
J~I J~I
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The convergence of the last series follows from the equality IR6,j1 =
ou -I-c). We obtained

co

An = I {i(k) R 6• kn'

k~T

Then

'L x_,

=A o+ I: R 6.) I {i(k) Tj/k(x).
j~ 1 klj

Using again
% rL'

f(1)=A o + I: An=A o+ I: R 6• j I:{i(k)
,,~1 j=l klJ

we finally get
x'

f(x) = f(1) + L R 6 jfl I {i(kj(Tj/k(x) -I).
j~ I klj

It is easy to observe that E,,(f) = P 2. ,,(f), i.e. Theorem 4 includes as a
special case Eterman's result. Theorem 5 also may be considered as a
generalization of this result because of the following. The presented proof
may be applied for each particular value of s for which 1{i(n)1 ~ 1. These
values are s = 2, S = 3, S = 4, s = 6. It is not difficult to see as well that
E,,(f) = ~ R 2. ,,(f) = R 4 . ,,(f). In the study of other cases one needs more
precise estimation for the function {i(n).
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